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Weekends away.  
 
It’s been all about ‘stay-cations’ this year. That’s what they say. No need to battle 
with 100ml liquids, making two items of hand luggage merge into one and whether 
you want to stand or not– you can fill your car to the hilt, sit all the way and stop 
where you like. Support the economy, save a little yourself and rediscover our sceptic 
isle. 
 
Weekend 1 – Lynton and Lynmouth, North Coast of Devon. 
 
Apparently a weekend away is not really a weekend away unless it is by the coast. 
This limits somewhat the destinations that are within a reasonable drive from Oxford 
on a Friday night. So sometimes a Friday afternoon’s work has to be sacrificed. And a 
Monday morning. Because you definitely don’t want to be ruining a weekend away 
by leaving on a Sunday.  
 
Not being totally used to weekends away these fundamentals were new to me and 
I fully embraced this non-working ethic. So I took the whole of that first Friday off 
and had a haircut and a massage. I wasn’t even away and the weekend was going 
pretty well already.  
 
Lynton is a small town at the top of a steep hill above Lynmouth. The people of 
Lynton had obviously read their bible stories and built their houses on the rocks and, 
for doubly safety measures, right at the top of the hill. If I’d have been a resident of 
Lynton I would have been quite smug when Lynmouth flooded in 1952, then I would 
have helped out obviously.  
 
It doesn’t take much to walk around and the set up is quite familiar to those of us who 
grew up in small market towns that are mostly used as springboards for serious 
walking. But there are odd little treasures lurking around – the town hall is a beautiful 
old veranda-ed building which also houses the tourist information, there is a tiny 
weekend cinema and a small church whose cemetery has some of the best views down 
to Lynmouth and the coast. And a second hand book shop that turned up some 
unexpected gems. What is an added bonus is that, despite seeing ‘No Vacancy’ signs 
at almost every B and B (and there are lots) Lynton (and Lynmouth) seemed to absorb 
everyone and still remain quiet and restful. 
 
Despite this, and despite being a fan of the under-dog, realistically Lynton is a place 
to lay your head while you decide to venture down the hill to the sea, along the coastal 
path or up onto the moors.  
 
The coastal path – known as ‘The Valley of the Rocks’ is great to ease into more 
heavy duty walks or as a token ‘look we did do something verging on energetic’ walk 
but can be done in flip-flops so doesn’t really count as a ‘walk’.  
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The views are stunning though. The coast jumps in and out 
of view with staggeringly steep gradients. There are lumpy 
bits of rocks for energetic spurts up to even higher vantage 
points and haughty goats to peer down from, there are 
benches for packed crab sandwiches and twinkly seas, tiny 
boats and cordial nods to other passers-by. It is cathartic in 
the extreme. There are no aggressive joggers or impatient 
‘ting-tings’ from cyclists, just the odd curious dog and over-
keen seagull.  
 
(We never made it the moors. Serious walking apparently does not fall under the 
‘Weekend Away’ bracket, but the ‘Walking Holiday’ bracket – a not altogether 
entirely different beast but less hedonistic...)  
 
It is impossible not to descend the cliff at some stage to the sister village of Lynmouth 
(of the 1952 Disaster).  There are two ways to do this – the first is by pure accident 
when you find you’ve already started a slow but unwitting descent on a small path 
and going down seems so much easier than trying to pull yourself back up again. The 
second is by the FUNICULAR. This is not only a thrilling slow motion roller coaster 
but the lazy person’s best way up and down the cliff.  It is also some kind of historical 
feat of engineering and is somehow powered by water and if you’re lucky enough to 
be with someone who knows the ins and outs of how it works then aren’t you the 
lucky one! 
 
The best thing about Lynmouth and our main pull down the hill was The Rising Sun 
Hotel and Restaurant. Now it almost pains me to wax lyrical about this place because 
the patrons were two of the most inhospitable and miserable sods I have ever come 
across and barely broke a smile for the entire two days we were there. But the 
building itself is warm and cosy and you can sip a local ale, watch waves crashing 
outside and dream up long forgotten children’s stories of pirates and smugglers.  
 
The food is unbeatable as well. Fresh lobster, crab and mussels are top of the menu 
and not at prices that will cripple you (or who-ever it is paying…) . Each bit of 
produce proudly bears the name of its source and the taste bears out this careful 
selection. This is no secret though and it is worth getting there early to be sure of a 
seat in the bar area.  
 
It is very easy to stay there till late on and miss the last funicular up the hill and even 
longer until passed when the local taxi man is no longer operating. Be warned it is a 
long and difficult pull up the hill – especially when someone has refused to walk up 
the unlit path and insists on taking the road up.  
 
http://www.risingsunlynmouth.co.uk/ 
That's the restaurant in Lynmouth at the bottom... 
 
Lynton: Castle Hill hotel – comfortable and un-offensive. Was a small hot 
water issue and no bath mat but hearty breakfasts and cheery staff. 
01598752291 

http://www.risingsunlynmouth.co.uk/

